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Transparent and semiiransparent diffradive elements, particularly liolograins and llieir

inaion9 process.

Background of the invention

5 This bwenlkxi relates to a improvement of transpareitt and semiiransparent' diffradive

elements and more particularly to a transparent and semiiransparem type holograms and

their making process. These (fiffradive elements are themselves transparent or

semiiransparent in visit>le (VIS) and/or near infrared (NIR) spectral region and yet are also

endowed with the characteristics of a reflection type elements being observed under suitable

10 angle. It means that reproduction in the transparent or semiiransparent element of the

present invention is effected only within specific reproduction angle range. whBe no hologram

is recognised at other ordinary angles. This leads to the advantage that there is no visual

obstruction of the article on which the diffractive element is laminated Fig. 1 sAwws the bask:

constiiutkxi of the transparent or semiiransparent diffractwe element accercfing to the present

15 invention.

Stale of the art

Demand for holograms has-grown not only as the way of the record of sound or infbnnatnn

but as the elements used in such acSvities of hurnan beings as adverfisement. securi^

20 sedor, safely lechruque.prDtect»n of product originality, money counterfeit pro^

n is wen known that one of the fbOowmg repDcatton technologies is usu^ used for mass

production of any diffractive elements in suteble.polymer materials • hot embos^g, mjedion

mouhfmg and casting.

-IteBef microstiudure (master copy) is produced .by one of the manyh^h resohiSon fabrication

23 technologies, the nmst commonly usedbeinghotographk: exposure of siiitable photosensi^

m^erial. ihduding chak»genkles (US 3,825.317). dired writing with focused bser and e-

beam. optical photoRthographywith subsequent wet or dry etdung.

In most cases, a nickel shim or stamper is electroformed or replica is produced ttuoUgh

casting into epoxf resin: These replicas are used for own mdss production of copies into

3a pofymers using irijedkMi mouUing (CD fabrication), casting (production of gratings for

spectrophotometers) or hot embossing, for example into transparent fbl (MX Gale: J. of

lmash9ScienceandTedinotogy41 (^(1997)21.1).

Transparent potynnm rnaterials such as polyethylenewM
polypropylene n = 1.49. polystyrene 1.6. polyvinyl chtorkie 1.52 - 1.55. polyester resin 1.52 -

35 1^7 eta, (for more examples see US patert 4856857) or copolymers (for correction of index

of refiadim) can be used for transparent or semiiransparent hotograms and other dSfradive

elements praduefon. tjyw refradkn index vakie of the^

•ftom them detennines their kiw reflectance (R about 4 %). hence the hologtaphie effect of

msdm stnidure devetoped 'n layers of these polymers is insufTidenl (US patent

40 4856857). Under the term ^Mtographtoeffter used in the folkiwing text we waiun^
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the phenomenon, that Ihe hologram is very intensive in leHeded light at suilat>le angle of

oliservation. Low reflected intensity and thus the dra\Mbadc of poor brightness of diffFactive

elemenl recorded in the potymer layer is usually passed by forming a thin melallic fBm

(generally Al) on the relief fonning face of transparent polymeric layer (M. Miler Holography -

S theoretical and experimental fundamentals and their appficalion. SNTL Prague 1974 (m

Czech): M.T. Gale: J. of Imaging Sdence and Technology 41 (3) (1997) 211).

Strong improvement of brightness achieved al the cost of loss of the transparency is the-

main drawback of such technique. Transparency or at least semitranspa-ency of diffradive

element is required or desired in many app&^ations (for example protective diffradive

10 elements on banknotes, identity cards with photo etc.). Some technical -applications of

diffradive elements are cBrecUy condlioned by transparency or semitransparency of created

element ( for example microlense array forCCD cameras, polarising fBters et&).

It is further laionm that to preserve (or to decrrase only partly) Ihe b^nspaien^ of di^

elemenl and at the sanie ^Sm to Improve holographic effect of Ihe hologram recorded in Ihe

15 polymeric layer (further called layer 1). it is necessary to cover layer 1 by other transparent

layer (further called layer 2) of different material (further called holographic effed enhandng

material) which has in general different index of refraction n (Le. higher or lower ) Oian

material of the transparent layer 1 (US patent 4856857, IIS patent 5700550. US patent

5300764). Hw higher difference bi Index of refraction of polymeric bearing layer 1 and

20 holographic effect-enhancing layer 2, the higher holographic effed can be achieved (US

patent 4856857).

It is as weB known that very thin layer (wHh thickness to the Omit 20 nm) of suitable metal

(e.g. Cr. Te. 6e) can be used as such layer 2 deposited on the transparent layer 1 in whteh a

hok)gram has been hot-fpnned. Such very thin metalKc layer being used, reialwely high

25 transparent is presereedRelalivdy strong enhandng of hotographk: effect can be achieved

when Ihe index of refractton of depdsiled metalVc layer is eiLher signifkanlly lower (e.9. Ag n =

0,8; Cu n = 0,7) or significantly higher (e.g. Cr n = 3,3; Mn n = 2,5. Te n s'4,9) than 'mitat of

refractton of transparent layer 1 ( n about 1,5), (US patent 4856857). Such thin metallk: layers

are deposited at Iransparent. diffractive etement bearing layer 1 by vacuum depo^lion

30 lechnkjue. The diawbadc of Ihe application of thin metalGc layer as hotographic efled

enhancmg matertiJ is relatively high melling fxM of these malefials and therefore diffioiiH

evaporating of many of these metals. An additkmal drawback is high absorptnn coefficient of

metals; Already sfight deviafions in the thickness of evaporated metal layer implicate

tignificant deviatnnis in the transmtsshri^ of the system (layer 1 - bearmg diffradive element

35 * layer 2 - melaO and moreover upper limit of the permissible thickness is very tow (it

depends on the metal, but in general it miist not exceed 20 nm (US paterd 4856857)).

Acix)iding to our measureinents evaporaObn of eSher 10 nm IhkA Cr layer or 4 mn Ih'i^

layeron Ihe polymerle layer decreases its iransmisslvity down to about 30% (see Rg. 2).

In the present art. nddes of melals (e.g. Zno. PbO. FeiOj. LajOii. M9O etc.), hatogeiMe

40 materials (e.g. TICI. CuBr. OF,. ThP* eta) eventually more complex (Eetedric materials (e.g.
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KTactsNbajsOi. Bii(Ge04)3. RbH7As04 etc.) are used single or possibly in several layers

..deposited crisscross as holographic effect enhandng layers (US patent 4856857). The

drawtuck of the application of these materials is the fact that their index of refraction values

are very close to the index of refraction of transparent polymeiic layer 1 (e.g. index of

S refraction values are 1.5 for ThF4. 1.5 for SiOi. 1.6 for AiJO,. 1,6 for RhHjAsO^ etc.) (US

patent 486857). According^ an ampSfication of holographic effect is relativeiy low. Marqr of

these materials require again relatively high temperature for their evaporab'on and not least

some of them are quite expensive or hardly prepareaUe. what obstructs their mass

appScation.

10 Further it is known, that binary chakx>genides of zinc and cadmium as well as compounds

SbzSj and PbTe (US patent 4856857). eventually multilayer systems of these chahngenides

with oxides or halktes (US patent 5700550) or niultpayer system ZhS and l'Ja3AIF( (US patent

5300764) can be used as hotogiaphic effect enhancing. These materials are endowed vrith

satisfactory index of refraction values (e.g. 3.0 for Sb^Sj. 2.6 for ZnSe. 2.1 for ZhS). But short

IS wavelength absorption edge of many of these materials (e.g. SbjSj. CdSe, CdTe. ZnTe) Ges

within near IR region only and these materials are characterised by high values of absorptk>n

coefficient in VIS. Similarly with metal layer used as layer 2, only very thiii layers of these

materials can be used as holographk: effect enhancing layer 2 to achieve at least

semitransparency of final producL Transparency is again significantly influenced by thickness

20 deviations. Additional stgnificanl drawback of these materials is their difficult vaporization

(again similarily vwth metals) given by their high values of their mettihg points T, alfa - ZnS

1700 'C. beta -ZnS 1020 "C, ZnSe >1100 'C. ZnTe 1238 'C. CdS 1750 'C. CdSe > 1350 "C.

CdTe 1 121 *C. PbTe 917 "C) (Handbook of Chemistry and Physks 64th Edition 198304).

In the present art the process acconfing to the scheme given in Fg. 3 is usually used in the

25 . mass production d transparent diffractive elements. Firstly a diffracUve pattern is made 'n the

layer 1, after it a thin dielectric or metalBc layer is evaporated ^rpendiculaity or under

.
spedTic incidence angle) a subsequently this evaporated layer is overlapped or lanrwiated by

another polymeric layer (M.T. Gale: Journal ofIma^ Sdence and Technotogy41 (3) (1997)

211). As at»ve menttoned mateiials (metals, their oxides, halktes. binary ch

30 and Cd.Sl^aind PbTe) are used as layer 2 it^theprixlucikmefdiflracth« element

way. the method has the same draMAacks. e.g. high meitt^

deposttbn. even sma8 deviatkms ki the Ibfckness cause large devialiorts in the tiansmis^vity.

comparable index bf refractkin of many of these materials with index of lefiractton of

p(4ymericlayer 1,'eventually fiM non transparency 'n VIS.

3S •
•

Sutiject matter of the invenUon

The present imfenlton does away with the drawbadcs of the present-day techniques «f

transparent and semitianspareht diffradhre elements procbictnn. The. transparent or

semiiransparenl diffractive element, partkaiiatty botogiam of the present invenlkx) comprises

40 a transparent pol^neric (or oo-polymeric) 1^ 1 with n < 1.7 and a hokigraphfe effect
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enhandng layer 2 (Fig. 1). The high refiaqfon index layer 2 connsts of matters based on

chalcogenides containing at least one element from the group sulphur, selenium, tellurium

wlh index of refraction higher than 1.7 and mating point lower than 900 "C. Chalcogenide

based matters can be binary, ternary or even more complicated chalcogenides andfor

chalcohaBdes and/or interchaicogenides systems containing beside S or Se or Te still as

more etectropositive element any of the foBowring elements from I. to V. group of periodic

table Cu. Ag. Au, Hg. B, Al, 6a, In.U Si. Ge. Sn. Pb, M. P. As. Sh, BL

Chalcogenides based matters can contain further transient metal and/or at least one rare

earth element. e.g. Pr, Eu, Oy.

Transparent or semilransparent diffradive element can further consists of other layers e.g.

protective layer, adhesive layer, fragile layer, anchor layer. ProlectlvB layer protects layer 2 ot

layer 1 against environmental effect or against undesirable effect of consecutive exposure by

UV RgM and improves resisthrity of the final product The layer can either be pemianent part

of the hologram or of the diffradive element oir can be removable. Adhesive layer allows

unrepeatable or repeataUe anchoring of the hologram or other diffractive element on

protected aitide, printed document etc. The function of fragile layer is to adhere the upper

layer and the lower layer and yet effect deslnjction of diffractive element during peeling for

Ihe purpose of forgery. Anchor layer is used to improve adhesh% of diffradive elemem^
base supporting sheet or to releasable sheet 'n the case of applicalion as seal, sticker, label

etc.

Transparent layer 1 can ba Inseparable part of some larger product, in such case the high

refraction index layer 2 can be for example sprayed on the layer 1.

Procedure of transparent diffradhre elements production consists of the formation of

diffradive Tigure in a beaiii^ layer 1 and subsequent deposition of high refradion index layer

2. which is formed with a chalcogenldo based matters of different compositions. The

deposition of different chalcogenide based matters can be consecutive or simultaneous.

Altemative way of transparent and semitransparenl diffradive elements production is ftstly to

deposit high fefradion index layer 2 on layer 1 and only after that to originate a required

iSfbcfive pattern Mo high refraction index layers at elevated temperature for example using

hot embosstng techrdque. If the depth of diffradive pattern is greater ttian the thidness of

h{gh refbdion index layer 2 (very commoR siiualionX practically idenBcaT produd (Fig. 1) is

otMted as when the previous pnoedure is used W the embo^'ng depttis are lower than

ttiidoiess ofMgh lelifadion iMex layer, the layer 1 operates as Carrie

layer2oniy.
.

Hgh refraction index layer can be deposited on a previous^ cokxired layer 1 and tttus

ttm)ugh the combhation of ttteircdours (colour of layer 2 depending on the compositto^

0)ldcness used) a required colour effed of transparerft or semilransparent diffractive element

can be achieved.

H*^ refraction index layer 2 can be deposited eittier at low pressure e.g. using vacuum

evaporation sputter^ or chemical vapour deposilion ((M)) technique or at normal pressure
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as solution of chalcogenide based matters using e.g. spraying, painting or s{4n coaling

mettiod.

The composition of high refraction index layer 2 fonned with some chalcogenide based

matters can be modified t>y exposure or annealmg mduced diffusion of metals and/br by

5 halogens and/or oxygen, virtiich are implanted Mo layer 2 by interaction of the layer 2 wHh

halogen vapours or oxygen or by air hydrolysis.

Diffradive pattem formed in layer 1 and/or layer 2 can be further rriodffied by exposure

and/or by annealing and/or t^ selective etching.

Exposure with radiation of suitable wavelength and intensity (values depend on the particular

10 composition of high refraction index layer (2). e4>eam. ions. X-ray radiation eta or anneaTing

originates structural changes Irr high reftadion index layer or It orignrales even changes in its

chemical composition (e.g. diffusion of metal, which is in direct contact with high refraction

index layer, hydrolysis, oxidation). Thereby'a change of the value of index of refraction of

layer 2 taices place (it. usually increases) and thus the difference tietween values of index of

IS refraction of bearing layer 1 and Mgh refraction index layer 2 is modified. It resutls h a

different optical perception of the product A chemical reaction induced by exposure or by

annealing. e.g. with surrounding atmosphere, can result in the transformation of chalcogenide

material into fully different compound (e.g. oxide); the product ot such reaction must again

satis^ the condition, that its index of refractioii is higher than 1,7.

20 Local exposure through the mask or holographic exposure or local annealing can produce a

record of a further pattern, including hologram or other difliractive element into the high

refraction index layer 2; the record can be either amplitude (based on (fifferent absorption

coeflident of exposed and unexposed part of layer 2) or phase type based on eitherififfereni

values of index of refraction of exposed and unexposed parts of layer 2 or based on cfifferent

25 thickness of exposed and unexposed parts of the layer 2 (different thickness can be achieved

not only direcdy during exposure but also by consecutive etching of layer 2 by using weB-

known methods); even here can be used the phenomenon of local pholoinduced diffusion.

Iqidnfysis, oxidatnn etc. and the matter of high refraction index layer 2 can. in Ihe place of

kxal exposure 6r annealing change its chemkal composttk)n: resulting record in the h^^

30 refiactkm index layer 2 can partly modify visiialperceptton of the hok)^
can be seen h viewMhiough.

Asbtdexofrefiradidn values of majoiityofcbalcogenkies exceed the value n- 2. appKcalion

of chaJcogenMes layers as holographic effect enhancmg layer2 deposited on the Iranspa^

polymeric layers 1 with n < 1.7 restills generally in a signiTicanl visual peicepfion. The

35 transparency of final hologram or other diffcacBve etement can be influenced thioiigh the

IMcknessoriayer2.

Another important advantage of chakngerade materials is Ihe fact, that they can be

synlhesised in many systems in amorphous state and Uieir glass forming legkms are

rebfively wkie. Being amorphous, these materials have not only v«y low scattering tosses.

40 but the possibility to prepare even nonstochkimetrie compounds takes place. Gradual mutual
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substitution of elemenls (not only S. Se and Te) in the composition of amorphous

chalcogenides causes continuous changes in their index of refraction and refledhrity. Thus

enhancement of holographic effect can be taBoied*.

As a result of gradual mutual substitution of elements in the composition of amorphous

5 chalcogenides arise gradual changes of their optkal gap E,'*'vahjes{e.g.As«^

eV. As«S4oSe2o 2.07 eV. As«Se» 1.8 eV) followed gradual changes bi the positiori of

short wavelenglh ateorptfon edge. Thus the. colour (for given thickness) of layer 2 can be

changed as well and transparent and semitransparent systems of different cdours endowed

with high holographic effect can be produced. So even colourfess polymeric layers 1 can be

10 used for production of transparenTor semitransparent diffradito elements of required colour

using one (or more) chaicogerSide based layer of suRable composition as a layer 2. Thus

composition and thickness of chaksgenlde layer 2 influence signlTicanlly the transparency of

final product (hologriam) (Fig. 4) and reflectivity (Fig. q and. thus intensity of hok)graph'K:

perception fit increases with the reOedivity of layer 2).

15 Amorphous chateogenides are mainly as thin layers photosensitive to exposure with radiation

of suitable intensity and vawelenglh (given by composHion of the layer). fr*eam. ions etc.

This property enat^ us to provWe an supplementary correction of index of refractfen.

lefledivity and Iransmlssivity of high refhictkia Mex thin layer using esxposure hduced

structural changes (Rg. 6), by exposure induced reaction of photosensitive chakngenMe

20 layer with metal (e.g. Ag) (Tig. 6) or with gas ((}ft air humkfity) induced transformatkxi Mo .

different chemkai substance, whfch must satisfy the conditkm that n > 1 .7. Similar effect can

be achieved by annealing.

If txposum OF anneaSng are kwal only, procedures mentk)ned in the previous paragraph can

result ih the fwmation of an image Onduding hotographic one) in the h^h refrecGon Mex
25 layer, which can partly modify visual perceplkm of the holbgrara arid in adtf^

in viewf-through. Sectional views of strudures devetoped using photohduced strnduraF

changes and photonduced metal diffiisten are presented in Fig. 7 and.8.

Further advantage of above mentioned chah»genkles are ihe^ tow melting temperatures

(usually 100 - 300 'C). They can be therefore deposited fay woridwftte cpmmoiily used

30 vaoium evaporation method As the values of absorpttona^^

short vawelength absoiptton ed^ are tow. even possibte smaS deviatton in the thtekness

Influences much less the hok)£paph>c effed enhancing than when thin metallic layers are

used Large areas of chakx)genWe tayers can be fomjed relalhrely easily using coTOspondi^

vacuum evaporation equ^meoL The Ihkdcness cf the diakx>genkJe layer 2 can be adjusted

35 fcysynduonislngihftevapora&mialewilhtheleedspeedoftranspai^

Further advantage of amorphous chatoogenUes is the. fad. flial mass production of

c«»teogenkles of many coinposiliDhs exist woridwide and they are thus immediateiy

commercially available at affoniable price.
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Brief description of the drawings

% 1 Sectional view of the diffradive element of the present invention, 1 -transparent tearing

polynieiic layer with nt < 1.7. 2 - high refiadlon Index chalcogenide iased layer with n2 > 1,7

Fig. 2 Opticar liansmissivity T and reftedivily R of holograms produoed by deposilion of iMn

5 high diffradive index layer 2 formed by Cr or 6e on polyethylene layer 1 with hot embossed

diffradive pattern

Rg. 3 Sectional views of sequence creation of transparent diffradive element based on the

possibinty of creation a diffradive pattern in bearing layer 1 and exploiting of the difference in

index of refraction of layers number 1 and 2.

10 Fig. 4 Optical transmissivity of hotograms produced by deposition of thin high diffradive index

layer 2 fonned by selected chalcogenide materials on polyethylene layer 1 with liol embossed

. diffradive pattern

Rg. 5 Reflectivity of holograms produced 1^ deposition of thin high (fiffradive ifidec layer 2

formed by seleded chatcogenide materials on polyethylene layer 1 with hot embossed

IS diffradive pattern

' Rg. 6 Changes in optical transmtssivity T of holograms created by photoexposure and iqr

diffusion of Ag according to the techniques described in example 2 and 3.

Rg. 7 Sectional views of sequential steps of creation of transpareril hologram or other

diffradive element based on the possibiS^ of creation of a diffiadhre pattern bi bearnig layer

20 1. exploiting the difference In index of refracfion of layers number 1 and 2 and the

photosensifivity of h"gh refiaction index chalcogenide layer 2.

Rg. 8. Sectional views of sequential steps of creation of transparent hologram or other

diffradive eleroent based on the possibility of creation a diffradive pattern in bearhg layer 1.

exploiUng the difference h the index of refraction of layers number 1 and 2 and 5 (n,. ib r^

25 and the pholoinduced diffusion of metat 4 into chalcogenide layer 2 leading to origin metal

doped high refraction index chalcogenide layer 5.

FHg. 9. Sectional view of possible final produd • transparent fiologram transfer sheet, whidi

once being studc on the protected aitide can not be peeled off Without its deslnidion.

30 Bamples of design

Foikmnng examples are given for better understanding of the present invenSoa Transparent

polyethyleneterephthaiate foB ( n = 1,58) vwOi Ihidmess 50 pm or polycabonate foil (n = 1,59)

with thickness 60 were employed as layer 1 satisfying condition n < 1,7. Diffradive

patterns were stamped hto these layers using Ni shim and hot embossing method.

35 Hotegiams and othercfifliractive elements, which were charaderised by very 1^^

effect, vrere further treated by some of the following processes given in

Application of Ihin dialcogenide layer as holographic effed enhancing, high refradion bxlex

layer 2 (i^. 1) is the common vein in an these examples The.possitdity to inodify hologram

or another difrractive element prepared ty technique given fti example 1 using weR itnown

40 phenomenon of photoMuced changes ofthestnldure and pfoperties of dialcogeirides
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used as high refracb'on index layer 2 is demonstrated In examples 2 - 4. Example 7 is

demonstration of relief pattern production stamping or pressing the pattern Into system

polymeric layer 1 - chalcogenlde high refraction index layer 2 created in advance. Al methods

of falmcalion of holograms or other difhractive elements fabrication given in Examples 1-7

5 can be used for production of more complicaled final products, sectional view of one of thei^

is given n Fig. 9. Example of one simpler appGcafion of transparent holograms of the present

invention is given in the Example 8.

Example 1

10 Thin layers {d = 10 - 500 nm) of GejgSbioSn composition (n = i25) were deposited ly

vacuum evaporation method (deposaion rale 1 nm/sec, pressure 5.10"* Pa) on bearing layer 1

from the side of reTief pattern fabikated beforehand in layer 1. In all eases sufficient

holographic effect has been achieved as a result of a greater relliected light intensity.

• Relalively high transparency of prepared system has been jxeserved. ReHecOvi^ iPg. 5

IS ORves 1.2) andlransmissivity (Rg. 4 curves 2, 5 and l=ig. 6 cun/e for d = 30 nm) of otitained

structures depend on the thickness of deposited high refraction index layer 2. Thicker layers

(of the order hundreds nanometers) being used, spectral dependence of the optical

transmissivity and reflectivity was ihfluencfid strongly bf Int^erence phenomena, as

vawelength of VIS and NIR radiatfon is comparalrie with thickness of high refraction index

20 Iayer2.

Similar results were otitained when other chak»genkie materials, e.g. Ge^SbjsSejs (n =

3,11). AsjoGesbSejo (n = 2.95). (Aso^;CT)»Teio (n = 2,3) were appBed as tayer 2. Results of

appBcation of further diakxigenide based systems AgtAs3S9Ses$.i. 6e2oSbioSra. AsmSwSqis,

As3oSe«Tew as layers 2 satisfying condition n > 1.7 are given in Fig. 4 - 6. Similar results

25 were acMevedvirtieh' other binaiy(e.g.SeNjett;Ge3gS6;). ternary (&g.(AsoM^

even more compDcated (e.g. As«S4oSeioGeu} chak»ger«tes were applied as layer 2. Thin

layers of more complicated systems can be prepared either t»y vacuum evaporatkm of bulk

samples of the same composition or by slmi^neous evaporatkm of more simple

chaksgenides from two boats (e.g. As«S(o. 603380. ASwSem eta). Enhancement of

30 hotograpbic effect has been achieved as weB when chalcogenkle layers were deposited

sequentially, ag. two different holographic effect enhancing layers were deposited

sequentially. Thin layers of some chateqgenkles (maMy of sidphkles. e.g. GejjScr) are

r^iiveV unstable ir) the air and can be hydrolysed, thus oxygen,can be built in theirsbudure.

Even thus hydrolysed layers operate as hqlographk: effect enhancing layers

35- . .

.
Example2

TMn layerAsizSsBVirilh thhdcness 100 nm was deposited by technique presented in example 1

on the carrying layer 1. Thus a signilicarit hotographh: enhancbig effect was achieved and the

hotogam recorded in carrying layer 1 was clearly visiT>le under suitable aigle of obsenratiix^

40 The system prepared by this way was modified using above described phenomenon of
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photoinduced stnjctural change in Mgh refraction index layer 2 (where exposed, the layer Is

transformed into a state marked as numlier 3 b) Hg. 7). Exposition of the system from the

index of refraction layer 2 side by UV larhp (I = 18 mW/cm') for 300 sec caused a changed

opGcal transimissiyity of the system (Fig. 6) accompanied with increase of index of refraction

5 value for atxnit 0,1 and thus holographic effect was enhanced as weL Local exposure

through the mask caused only local changes in the transmisdvity and index of refraction

(layer 3 in Fig.7) and thus a negative picture (exposed parts are less transparent) of used

mask was developed In AS42Sst layer, which can be seen in view-through and modifres the

optical perception of the hologram recorded in the layer 1 when this is observed in reflection.

10 Similar results were achieved when after deposition of As42^ layer. stiD before its exposure, -

the system layer 1 - layer 2 was ireated in kxiine vapours, what transformed composition of

layer 2 mto As-S^. (^1 composilnh depends on Ihd lemperahiie and concentration of Ij).

Even without subsequent exposure chaloohaEde As-S-I layer had an enhanced hok)graphic

effect

15

Examples

TttinGeaoSbioSeo layer with thickness 30nm and subsequently lOnm thin Ag layer Oayer 4 in

Fig. 8) vvere deposited by technkjue presented h example 1 on carrying layer i. Consecuti^

300 sec exposure with Xe lamp p » 20 mW/cm^ induced difiusioh of Ag Into GejoSbMSn

20 layer, whfeh was tocalot^wheii expositionWQS provided through the rnask (new compostl^

layer A^esoSbwSto. marked as layer 5 in Fig 8). New Ag-GejoSbwSa layer has generaSy a

higher value of mdex of refraction than GeaoSbioSn layer, final value depending on the

amount of diffused silver. Excessive, unreacted Ag was str^ by dipping bi diluted HNOa

(1:1) and thus the picture of the rnask was recorded Into orfgirial layerZ This pidure can be

25 seen in view-throiigh and modifies opttealperceplton of the hotogram recorded in the layer 1

when this is observed bi refledkMi

B(ample4

Fnal product (abrkaled in example 3 was further bnmersed b) 0.02 moU KQH solvent. In

30 wMch only high refraction btdex layer 2 is partly sohible. Layer 5 is resistant agabist this

solvenL Thus a relief picture is formed in chidcogenUe layer whk^

through and which ag^ inodiries optical pen:eplkm of the hotogiam recorded bi th^

when ttiiS'b observed bi reflectionL

35 BempleS

Thb) layer (d = 4tfnm) ofGeM^nj^i^uswas dieposiled

(depo^n rate 1 nm/sec, pressure SAO* Pa) on the bearir^ layer 1 from the sMe of reSef

pattern fabricated beforeharxl in layer 1. Application of these materials as a high refraction

nxiex layer resulted agabt bi the enhancement of the holographic effect, e.g. hologram

40 recorded h carrying layer 1 wos wel seen when observedjinder spedfic angle.
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ExampteS

Thin fiSioSa layer was deposited using spin coalmg method at normal pressure on the -

polycartMnate bearing layer 1 from the side of relief pattern fat>ricated beforeharxl in layer 1.

5 Starting solution M40SG0 in n-propylaininevras used In roncentration 0,8 inoI/LTMcknesses

prepared layers were in range 0,5 - 2 lun- DeposWon of AswSa layer again fed to partial

improvement of optical perception of the hologram recorded In the layer 1 when thiis was

obsenredinrenecBon.

Similar results were achieved when solutioris of Asaa^ or As4oSsa in n-propylamine or

10 trietl)ylan[)ine were used either for spin coating deposition OF these solvents were only painted

on bearbig layer 1.

Thin AsasSes layer (d = 30 nm) was deposited liy vacuurn evaporation rhethod on

15 polycarixjnate bearing layer 1. Relief stnidure was stamped Into Ihis.bDaysr from the side of

high refraction index layer2 by hot embosssig at temperature about150"C. After a couple of

miniites at this temperature, the whole system was cooled down and only after that thrust

released The product had sbidar properties as when AsssSts layer of idenlkal thicla^

used to prepare hologram by the technique desoibed in Qcainpte 1. An identical result^
20 achieved when AsjsSts'iayerwas deposited on layer 1 by CVDmdhod.

Example B

Thin layers (d = 20 nm) of GejoSbwSw coropoalion (n = 2^5) was deposited by vacuum

evaporation method (deposition rate 1 nm/sec. pressure 5.10^ Pa) on bearing layer 1 from

25 the sMe of relief pattern beforehand fobricaled in layer 1. Obtained hologram was set 0^

do(^ent wOh text and photo (which had to be protected by applicated transparent hologram)

and sealed with the document into 175 pm thick polyester foD provided with fusible paste.

With regard to high transparerKy of the hologram (45% • 85 % in spectral region 400 • 750

nm. see fig. 4 curve 5) were both, text and photo, very wen readable and at the same Ume

3Q «fllh regard to h^h reflection (24.15%. Hg. 5 cune 2) the botogiam formed h
layer 1 was verywell seen bentg observed under specific angle.

ShnBarresidts (with different level of Iranspar^ depending

on the composlibn and thiclTOss of layer 2) were olMied wihen otherho^^
wHh enhsvwed holographie effect caused by application of chalcogenide thin Jayer 2 prepared

35 byliiielhodspresented.iri«(amples1 -Twrnusedascounleri^

Exafnple ofone difliacihw structure which can be prepared accordh^

is given hi Fig. 3 (including processing) and an example of one possible multilayer hologram

is presented in Fig. 9. where 6 stands for protecting layer which protects a high refraction

40 Mex layer 2 or bearing layer 1 against environmental effect or against undesirabte
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conseculh« exposure byW lighrand improws resist!^

adhesive layer which enables either unrepealable or lepeaiable anchoAig of the hologiam or

other (fiffradive element on the protected article. 8 stands for fragile layer which ensures

good adherence of two layers to each other and which depreciates itself during any attempt

5 to peel oH and thus causes irreversible defonnation and destruction of the cfiffractive

element, 9 stands for the anchor layer, which b usually used to improve adherence of

adhesive layer 7 to high refraction index layer 2 or to the bearing layer 1, 10 stands for

adhesive layer providing clutching of hologram to the carrier 11 before its own application.

10 Indistrial exploitation

The present invenlion is applicable for fabrication of transparent and semilransparent

(fiffractive elements and more particulaity to a transparent and semitransparent type

.
hotogtams. Besides of technical applications (e.g. record of picture or informatibn) these

products can be used in such acGvIties of human beings as advertiseffleni, security sector.

15 safetytechnique. protection of productorigniality.moneycounterfeit protection eta
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1. TianspaiBiil snd semitiansparent diffiadive elements, psiticulariy hologF3ins, consislinQ st

least of two layers with a different Index of refiadion. vvtiereof a First -l>eaiing layer (1) is a

transparent polymer or copolymer having index of refraction lower than 1,7 and on said first

. S carrying layer is deposited a second holographic effect enhancing high reliaction index layer

(2), characterized jnlhatinatleastonelayera diffraction pattern is shaped, and the high

refraction index layer ^ constituted-by sutstances based on chalcogenides comprising at

least one of the elements from the group sulphur, selertum. teUurium. has an index of

refradion h^her than 1 ,7 and a melting temperature lower than 900 °C. the said chalcogenide

10 based substances being selected from the group of bhary, lemaiy and even more complex

chalcogenide and/or chalcohalogenide systems, cont^'ng. in adtfflion to S or Se or Te, as a

more electropositive elennientsome of the elemenis of the L to V. group peik>dical table of the

elements Cu. Ag, Au. Hg. B. Al. 6a. fn.U Si. 6e. Sn. Pb. N. P. As. Sb. Bi.

2. Transparent and semitransparent diffradive elements according to claim 1, characterized

15 in that the chalcogenide based substances also contain at least one transient metal and/or at'

lea.st one elemati from the rare earth element group.

3. Transparent and semitransparent diffractive element according to claims 1 and 2.

characterized in that it also consists of a protecting layer^ andtor an adhe^ layer (7) and

tor a fragOe layer (8) and/or anchoring layer (9).

20 4. A production process of transparent and-semitransparenl diffradive etenwntsacconfing to

dain» 1 to 3. characterized in that a diffradive pallenn is fomied in the said layer (1) and

subsequently on said bearmg layer (1) the said high refiracSon mdex layer (2) is deposited,

consisting of one or several layers of chalcogenide based substances of different

composition, while the deposHion of various chalcogenide based substances can be

25 perfonned subsequently or simidtaneously.

5. A producfion process according to claims 1 to-2. characterized in that the said high

refraction mdex layer (2) is first deposited on the Iraisparent beaifaig layer (1) and only after

that a diffradive pattern Is mechanically fonned in said high refraction index layer (2).

6. A produdioh process according to claims 4 and 5, diaraderized in that the high refradion

30 index layer (2) is deposited on said bearing layer (l) ccHoured in advance.

7. A production process acconfing to claims 4. 5 and 6. charaderind in that the Mgh

retraction Mex layer (2) b deposited under low pressure, &g. by vacuum evaporatioa

sputtering or diemical vapour deposition (CVD) lechinque.

8. A production process acconiihg to daims 4, 5 and 6. characterized in that the Irigh

35 relr%tion index layer (2) is deposited under atmospheric pressure. &g. by spraying. paM^
n-s)!^ coating method.

9. A produdion process according to d^s 4 Id 8, characterized h that the high reiracSon

index layer ^) consisfing of chalcogenide based stibstances is modified with metal using
.

ntelat diffuskm induced by exposure or annealing and/or virilh a hak)gen or oxygen implant
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bilo the Mgb refraction index layer^ composed of chalcogenide based substances by its

interaction with halogene vapogis^orinteiacikm with oxygen or llvough

10. A productkm process accorcfing to daims 4 to 9. characterized in that the diffractive

pattern fonned in said bearing layer (1) and/or in said 1^ refraction index layer (2) is

modried in addition by exposure to radiation and/or annealing andfor selective etching.
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